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High Oil Prices Hurt Heating Oil 
Consumers and Oilheat Retailers

Heating oil industry leaders across the Northeast 
are concerned about crude oil and heating oil price 
spikes and how they impact consumers, heating oil 
retailers, and the economy.

Why do heating oil retailers care about high prices? 
Retailers are the last stop before the fuel goes into 
the consumer’s tank. And right now, these retailers 
are feeling helpless and frustrated when it comes 
to trying to manage fluctuations in crude oil prices 
on the world energy markets. The staggering price 
hikes of late have a trickle down impact on our local 
economy. Homeowners are struggling to pay high 
heating oil bills and that means payments to retail 

heating oil dealers are slowed, making it very difficult for the dealer to manage 
lines of credit at their banks, pay wholesale suppliers for product, and meet daily 
expenses such as employee wages.

The world produces about 85 million barrels of oil and uses 83 million barrels  
each day. That’s the supply and demand balance. 

So why has the price of heating oil gone up recently? The increase in prices has 
little to do with supply in the United States. Stockpiles of crude oil are historically 
high. Libya sells very little oil to the U.S. and according to the Energy Information 
Administration, most of our supply is domestically produced or imported from 
Canada and Mexico. 
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External Factors Affect Energy Prices
Many of the most important factors affecting energy prices – which because of 
the their volatility are excluded from the Consumer Price Index – are beyond the 
control of energy providers and consumers.

F L A w E d  M O N E T A R y  P O L I C y 

A major influence on energy pricing is that the price of crude oil is set in a global 
marketplace. Factors affecting crude oil pricing – including production stoppages, 
foreign refinery shutdowns, and international politics in the Middle East –  
can cause significant increases and decreases in the price of heating oil and  
other fuels. 

To jump-start the American economy, the Federal Reserve poured trillions of dollars 
into the system. The more dollars added, the less each dollar is worth. So prices 
that are set on international exchanges such as oil are affected. The prices of other 
commodities such as wheat, corn, and soybean prices are up 90%.

U.S. monetary policy, which has not been designed to adequately strengthen 
the dollar in recent years, is among the key factors affecting prices for oil and 
its distillates. To a large extent, the rise or fall of crude oil prices is driven by the 
strength or weakness of the U.S. dollar against other foreign currencies, such 
as the Euro, because the dollar is the primary currency in which oil is traded.  

when the U.S. dollar weakens, oil prices generally rise, partly 
on the expectation that foreign oil producers need to recover 
any resulting losses in their home currencies, and also because 
large commercial and institutional investors will then move into 
commodities such as oil in order to offset potential currency losses 
in their portfolios. 

Prices for refined petroleum products have risen dramatically  
in recent months. Fortunately, inventories available at terminals 
are at very high levels, and there is no shortage. Part of the 
reason for increasing inventories is that the American consumer 
has been driving less and being more careful with consumption. 
Unfortunately, this positive behavior has not yet dampened  
price increases. 
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T H E  S P O I L S  O F  S P E C U L A T I O N 

wall Street speculators have enriched themselves at the expense of those 
Americans who use heating oil and other commodities.

Like food and other commodities in recent years, heating oil has been affected by 
excessive market speculation from hedge funds and financial institutions betting 
about the direction of the wholesale price of heating oil. These market participants 
seldom supply heating oil and have no interest in ensuring fair prices for heating oil 
retailers or consumers. 

despite ample supply, we are currently paying prices based on an assumption that 
future prices will rise. Speculators on wall Street establish prices – and rumors 
can have a bigger effect on prices than actual data. during the speculative bubble 
of �008, oil prices went from well above $�00 per barrel to well under $50 per barrel 
when the rumors of low supply turned out to be false. 

How much speculation is out there? Information from the regulated exchanges 
indicates that the daily world oil consumption is traded at least 40 times a day.  
In other words, before a retailer takes physical possession of a gallon of gasoline, 
there are 40 trades on that product. Investment banks and hedge funds make their 
profits and fees many times before a single drop of oil is used to heat our homes or 
power our cars. 

Fortunately, in �0�0, with strong support from heating oil retailers, Congress 
passed legislation requiring the Commodities Futures Trading Commission to  
issue rules that will reign in this type of price speculation. Once those rules are 
finished and take effect, heating oil retailers expect to see more stable heating  
oil prices. 

F A U L T y  w E A T H E R  P R E d I C T I O N S

weather may have a minor impact on world oil prices as demand can grow  
if Europe and the United States are having a cold winter. But more importantly,  
cold weather requires more energy to keep the home warm, which is what matters 
to consumers. 
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Solutions to High Prices

C O N S U M E R S  C A N  B O O S T 
E F F I C I E N C y  &  C O N S E R v A T I O N

while many energy companies and analysts 
watch the daily movements of heating oil prices 
closely, consumers tend to take a longer-term 
view of the energy market. More and more, they 
understand the tremendous value, benefits,  
and innovations provided by heating oil and 
the oilheat industry’s sound advice on energy 
efficiency and conservation. 

More consumers are weatherizing their homes and maximizing the efficiency  
of their heating oil systems, upgrading their oilheat equipment and buying new 
boilers or furnaces, more than 80 percent of which are ENERGy STAR rated by 
the federal government. The result: a nearly 50 percent reduction in the amount of 
heating oil used per household in the last 40 years. 

Per heating degree day (meaning it’s cold enough in a particular state/region for 
consumers to use their heat), homeowners have reduced their daily heating oil 
consumption from 0.�8 gallons in the �970s to 0.�6 gallons in �0�0. That adds up to 
big savings for the consumer during the winter. 

National Oilheat Research Alliance statistics  
show that the average homeowner now uses  
about 30% less heating oil than they did 
just a decade ago as a direct result of 
energy conservation and energy efficiency/ 
equipment upgrades. 
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B U d G E T I N G 
C O M P L E M E N T S  C O N S E R v A T I O N

As heating oil consumers take steps to save energy and money by making their 
homes more energy efficient, they also understand the value of budgeting measures 
that will help them spread out their costs more evenly.

Many homeowners take advantage of “automatic delivery,” which means 
homeowners receive a delivery when the oil company computer system  
determines that they need one based on historical consumption patterns and 
degree days. 

Homeowners can also set up a budget plan, which means they pay the same fixed 
amount each month to their oil company regardless of the ups and downs of the 
energy market. daily heating oil prices are not a factor in this equation. 

Both federal and state energy assistance programs are available to heating oil 
customers who have a limited budget. For example, the Low Income Home Energy 
Assistance Program (LIHEAP) is a federal program that distributes funds to states 
to help low-income households pay heating bills. 

Additional state energy assistance and fuel fund programs may be available to 
help households during a winter emergency.

I N C R E A S E  U . S .  S U P P L I E S 

Besides federal curbs on excessive oil market speculation, the heating oil industry 
supports an expansion of U.S. crude oil supplies to help provide long-term price 
stability in the global energy market. 

In America, deep water drilling is the key to large scale oil production. However,  
the ban on deep water drilling until �0�7 signaled that the US won’t be developing  
its own resources, which means these known resources won’t be getting to market 
for at least six years. This had a negative impact on crude oil prices. 

The heating oil industry has advocated for a release of crude oil from the  
Strategic Petroleum Reserve (SPR) to help address short-term concerns about 
future oil supplies. The SPR – with 7�7 million barrels of crude – is the largest 
government-owned emergency stockpile of crude oil in the world. Releasing even 
a small fraction of that oil could help lower prices by sending a signal that the 
United States will not tolerate high prices that could endanger the frail recovery 
we are now in.
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R E N E w A B L E ,  C L E A N E R  F U E L S

The heating oil industry is making technological strides that can further insulate 
consumers from the global price of oil by increasing the use of alternative fuels. 

One of the recent innovations in the industry is reducing oil imports by combining 
conventional heating oil and biodiesel. Biodiesel, a renewable fuel, is made 

domestically from plant and vegetable oils, fats, or 
greases and supports U.S. farming jobs.

The U.S. Energy Information Administration says about 
biodiesel: “It is the fastest growing alternative fuel in 
the United States. Biodiesel, a renewable fuel, is safe, 
biodegradable, and produces lower levels of most air 
pollutants than petroleum-based products.”

The heating oil industry’s blend of heating oil and 
biodiesel is called Bioheat®, and recently key heating 
oil markets including New york City and the state 
of Massachusetts enacted laws requiring that all 
heating oil contain Bioheat with two percent biodiesel.  
Other Northeastern states are considering similar 
Bioheat legislation.

The heating oil industry is also exploring another innovation that could reduce 
oil imports by working to develop an alternative to biodiesel that would be made 
from cellulosic waste materials such as grocery waste, plant waste, and sawdust 
generated at lumber mills. The compound that results from this processing is 
called ethyl levulinate, and the industry is testing that fuel to determine whether it 
will work in heating oil systems. Preliminary results are very positive, and a larger 
investigation is now underway. This is another renewable fuel that can create and 
support U.S. jobs. 

The hard working men and women of today’s heating oil industry are also delivering 
ultra-low sulfur heating oil. By adding biodiesel to ultra-low sulfur heating oil, the 
heating oil industry is cutting all its emissions including greenhouse gases (GHGs). 
GHGs from heating oil are already down a third from their level in the �970s. 

when you add up all the technological advances in heating oil – from the  
cleanliness of the fuel itself to improved efficiency of equipment and conservation 
measures encouraged by retailers – the consumer is getting more for his or her 
heating oil dollar.
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C O N T A C T  E C C  M E M B E R S

Please contact ECC members in your state or region for information on factors 
affecting heating oil prices and ways that consumers can mitigate them.

Delaware Valley Fuel Dealers Association
Roy Patterson, Executive vice President
PO Box 53
Manalapan, NJ 077�6
��5-757-8688 Phone 
roypatt@optonline.net 
www.dvfda.org

Empire State Petroleum Association
Thomas Peters, Executive vice President/CEO
80 wolf Road, Suite 308
Albany, New york ���05-�608
5�8.449.070� Phone 
5�8.449.0779 Fax 
tpeters@espa.net 
www.espa.net

Fuel Merchants Association of New Jersey
Eric deGesero, Executive vice President
66 Morris Avenue, Suite �B
Springfield, NJ 0708�
973-467-�400 Phone 
973-467-4066 Fax 
edegesero@fmanj.org 
www.fmanj.org

Massachusetts Oilheat Council
Michael Ferrante, President
One van de Graaff drive, Suite �00
Burlington, MA 0�803
78�-365-0844 Phone 
78�-365-�4�0 Fax 
mferrante@massoilheat.org 
www.massoilheat.org

New England Fuel Institute
�0 Summer Street
watertown, MA 0�47�
6�7-9�3-50�� Phone 
www.nefi.com

New York Oil Heating Association
John Maniscalco, Chief Executive Officer
�83 Madison Avenue, Suite �403
New york, Ny �00�6
���-695-�380 Phone 
���-594-6583 Fax 
nyoilheating@nyc.rr.com 
www.nyoha.org

National Oilheat Research Alliance
John J. Huber, President
600 Cameron Street, Suite �06
Alexandria, vA ��3�4
703-340-�660 Phone 
703-340-�64� Fax 
jhuber@nora-oilheat.org 
http:www.nora-oilheat.org

Oil Heat Comfort Corporation
Kevin Rooney, CEO
60� veterans Highway
Hauppage, Ny ��788
63�-360-0�00 Phone 
63�-360-078� Fax 
info@ohili.org 
www.oilheatcomfortcorp.com

Vermont Fuel Dealers Association
Matt Cota, Executive director
�50 Main Street, Suite 30�
Montpelier, vT 0560�
80�-��3-7750 Phone 
80�-��3-775� Fax 
matt@vermontfuel.com 
www.vermontfuel.com
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